the first time here -certainly makes for an effective spectacle. Projected video footage in black and white with vivid touches of colour (such as red on a bloodied face) fleshes out aspects of the story. For instance, in the first act, conceived as a dream sequence of Igor's as he lies wounded in the field, the battle scenes are shown in this way. These are lent a certain poignancy by the fact that Borodin had worked as a military surgeon for a year. (He was, however, primarily a chemist. Best known for his research on aldehydes, he was also one of two independent discoverers of the aldol reaction, a means of forming carbon-carbon bonds in organic chemistry.)
The opera's plot hinges on the defeat, psychological journey and redemption of Prince Igor Svyatoslavich. A historical ruler of Putivl in modern-day Ukraine, he is at war against the Polovtsy nomads, who have laid waste to Russia. The eclipse appears just five minutes into the prologue, a portent of Igor's military failure. The light coming through the windows darkens for a few seconds. "The sky grows dark? What does it mean? It is a sign from heaven, " sings the chorus, begging the soldiers not to go to war. "The Sun is a crescent, like the Moon. " The solar motif runs through the opera: in the third act, Igor, devastated by his defeat, evokes the Sun again: "I will save my people ... the Sun will shine again. " Ultimately, Borodin throws off the pall of superstition to show that humans -not celestial events -are in charge. At the very end, the prince, with an abruptness that we found unconvincing, begins to salvage wood from the ruins to rebuild his city, once again leading his people.
Some six years before this magnificently staged and sung psychological drama reached the Met stage, we were on our way to Siberia to reconnoitre ahead of a total solar eclipse. 
